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Cast:

Narrators 1 & 2      Historians 1 & 2
Students 1, 2, & 3      Neighbors 1, 2,& 3
Bus Driver      Officers 1 & 2
Attorney Gray      Attorney Knabe
Mrs. Nesbitt      Claudette Colvin

Scene One – Learnin’

HISTORIAN 1: Y’all probably know the story 
of Rosa Parks.

HISTORIAN 2: In 1955, she refused to give up 
her seat on a city bus in Alabama.

HISTORIAN 1: What Rosa Parks did was 
shocking.  It happened at the beginning of the 
Civil Rights Movement, a time when people 
were working to get unfair laws changed.

HISTORIAN 2: But did you know before Rosa 
there were others?

NARRATOR 1: This is the story of the first 
brave soul who dared challenge Jim Crow on a 
city bus.

NARRATOR 2: It’s 1955 in Montgomery, 
Alabama. The students in Mrs. Nesbitt’s class at 
Booker T. Washington High are finishing their
presentations on famous black-Americans.

STUDENT 1: During the Civil War, Harriet 
Tubman escaped slavery, but she returned to the
south to free others. Harriet Tubman
demonstrated great courage. That’s why I want
to be like Harriet Tubman.

STUDENT 2: Mrs. Nesbitt, why does History 
remember Harriet Tubman and not others? 

STUDENT 3: Didn’t other people risk their life 
doing the same thing? 

MRS. NESBITT: That seems likely, doesn’t it? 
History can be rather fickle about who and what 
it remembers.

NARRATOR 1: The discussion moves toward 
Jim Crow laws. Such laws were created to keep 
black citizens apart from whites. 

MRS. NESBITT: Sometimes justice is slow. 
Here in Alabama it seems as slow as molasses. 
But the Constitution says all men have equal 
rights. 
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STUDENT 3: I’m not sure that’s true in 
Montgomery, Mrs. Nesbitt.

MRS. NESBITT: How do you mean?

STUDENT 1: I remember when the rodeo was 
comin’ to town. We was real excited. Dad 
bought me a cowboy hat and my sister cowboy 
boots. But it turned out the rodeo was only for 
white folks, so we never got to go. That doesn’t 
sound equal to me.
  
STUDENT 2: It’s 
like when my 
mom took me to
buy a hat for 
Easter. The 
saleslady 
wouldn’t let me 
try them on. She 
said my hair was 
dirty. If I tried 
them on, none of 
the white 
customers would 
want ‘em.

STUDENT 3: That’s the way it is for black folk,
and we all know there’s been worse.

MRS. NESBITT: Sooner or later the 
Constitution is going to come to Montgomery. 
You just watch.

Scene Two—Standin’

NARRATOR 2: Later that day, a group of black 
students, including a 15-year-old from Mrs. 
Nesbitt’s class, board a city bus.

HISTORIAN 1: It is still nine months before the 
world would know of Rosa Parks.

NARRATOR 1: The students seat themselves 
away from the white section.

STUDENT 1: That was a good report you gave, 
Claudette. You sure can talk.

CLAUDETTE: Thanks. My momma always says 
I can talk more than ten lawyers put together.

NARRATOR 2: Soon the bus gets crowded.

STUDENT 1: Claudette, we got to move. This 
white lady wants our seats.

NARRATOR 1:
Claudette sees a
woman standing 
nearby. The bus 
driver notices too.

DRIVER: I need 
those seats!

NARRATOR 2:
Claudette’s 
schoolmates go stand
in back, but 
Claudette’s mind is 
still swirling with 
thoughts of the 

Constitution. 

NARRATOR 1: She thinks about her dream of 
becoming a lawyer and the courage of Harriet 
Tubman.

NARRATOR 2: She knows the law: she only has
to give up her seat if others are available further 
back.

DRIVER: Why you still sittin’ there? I need that 
seat!

NARRATOR 1: The driver summons the police. 
He points out Claudette.

OFFICER 1: That’s nothin’ new. I had trouble 
out of that thing before.

OFFICER 2: You gonna to get up? 

    
  Note the separate entrances for black and white customers.
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The Girl Who Got Arrested was originally published in the 
Jan/Feb 2011 issue of Scholastic’s Storyworks magazine and 
the Jan., 10, 2011 issue of Scope. It tells the true story of 
Claudette Colvin, a black teenager in Montgomery, 
Alabama. Nearly a year before Rosa Parks was famously 
arrested for refusing to give up her seat on a city bus, 
Claudette Colvin was dragged off a bus, jailed, and 
prosecuted for doing much the same. While some historians 
believe the Parks arrest was largely planned and orchestrated 
by Civil Rights leaders as a way to bring attention to the 

discriminatory bus laws, Claudette stood up for her “Constitutional rights” on the spur of the moment, 
--without their backing. Not only did it lead to her conviction, but she was ostracized by her peers and 
forgotten by history for nearly fifty years (note the irony of the classroom discussion in scene one).  
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Bubble Test Comprehension Activity (CCSs RL & RI items 1, 2, 3, 4, 10). These questions are 
designed to invoke discussion. Have students cite evidence from the text when completing and
reviewing. Key: 1. b; 2. d (their presentations about famous Black Americans led to discussion about 
Jim Crow; also, if one is a famous Black American, he or she is also a famous figure from history); 3. c 
(an argument could be made for “b. careless” so a teacher could accept that answer if a student can 
justify it); 4. c;  5. d ; 6. a;  7. d (Claudette uses these phrases to describe how they were treated); 8. all
are correct provided evidence can be cited;  9. answers will vary.

Key Vocabulary (shown in bold within text; recommended to introduce before reading the play): 
molasses, constitutional, segregation, lynched, summons, boycott, Jim Crow.

Extension Activities:
 Read from Phillip Hoose’s book, Twice Toward Justice (2009) 
 View photos from the era. Google “Montgomery Bus Boycott” and view photos from the era. 

Consider having students build Power Point or Google Slides presentations showing the photos 
they find most compelling and the history behind each. 

 Put Claudette on trial. Read the court transcripts and then stage the trial, allowing justice to be 
properly served. Transcripts can be found in Daybreak of Freedom by Stewart Burns (ed.)

 Enact alongside other plays. Consider pairing this with In the Jailhouse with Dr. King, which 
views the bus boycott from the perspective of a teenaged boy, or Sitting Down for Dr. King, which 
depicts the Greensboro Lunch Counter Sit-in. They’re available on ReadAloudPlays.com.


